
Ethnobotany Rice Lab 

Instructor Instructions 

Materials: 6-rice cookers and serving spoons, 6-varieties of rice (including a range of 
quality) with enough rice for all cooking in the labs and measuring in the labs, pure 
water for preparation of rice, 6 containers for holding rice each with a 1 cup scoop that 
can be used to take rice out, measuring cup for water, disposable chop sticks and paper 
bowls for each student to eat rice from each variety. 

Before Class:  

1. Prepare the rice by sorting it into containers that the students can easily use for 
measuring the rice with scoop. Make sure that each container is labeled with a 
code letter rather than the rice variety (this should be kept as a secret until the 
end of class).  

2. Prepare a code (A,B,C,D,E,F) sheet for the rice varieties that indicates the 
variety, the source of the variety, the cost per unit and any other interesting 
information about the variety. 

During Class: 

1. Complete previous week segue. 
2. Have students measure out one cup of rice and X water and place it in each of 

the rice cookers and turn each on. The goal is to use the same amount of 
materials (rice and water) in each experiment with the variable being the rice 
variety. 

3. While the rice is cooking, the instructor reviews the instructions for measuring 
food variability using sequential testing and evaluation of rice variability (using 
the Power Point and the Sequential Testing chart).  

4. Pairs of students select pairs of rice varieties and using a cup of random grains 
from each one (at least 40 grains each) measure the variation.  

5. The students randomly select pairs of grains and use the Sequential Testing 
chart to determine if there is a difference in size between the varieties. (Students 
should move rapidly, taking less than 5 minutes to complete the analysis.) 
 

[While the rice is cooking another part of the lab is conducted that is discussed in 
a different worksheet.] 

 
6. Students next complete a taste test of the varieties of rice using the Japanese 

Subjective Rice Evaluation sheet, sampling small amounts of the rice for 
appearance, taste, etc. 



7. At the conclusion, the instructor compiles the results as the students complete 
the analysis and leads in a very brief discussion of the resulting matrix of both 
their observations on the rice evaluations and the statistical differences between 
varieties.  

8. The students hand in their Subjective Rice Evaluation sheets for lab credit. 
9. Have students help clean up the extra rice (some may take it for lunch) and wash 

up the rice cookers. Make sure that the lab area is neat and clean. 
10. At the end of class reveal the students the code of the rice varieties so that they 

will know which varieties they preferred. (It is easiest if the code is kept on a 
hidden chalk board or chart that is then shown before students leave and is re-
hidden before the next class enters. 

11. As students leave encourage them to watch for examples of varieties of grains, 
fruits and vegetables, and to think about ways that they might measure the 
differences in them 

After Class: 

1. Restock the rice varieties for the next lab session.  
2. Cover up the rice code key. 

Follow-up:  

Students were instructed to pick one nutrient on any nutrition facts label, identify one 
food source that is high in that nutrient, one food source that is low in that nutrient, find 
at least one physiological use for it and write a few paragraphs about it. Collect this 
homework from them. 

 


